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ENGLISH
CONGRATULATIONS on  choosing a RST suspension
fork. You have the best in suspension components on 
your bicycle ! This RST  fork is fully assembled and 
ready to be installed onto your bicycle. 
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Proper care and maintenance of your  RST productis necessary for
longevity and optimum performance. 
Failing to perform normalmaintenance will greatly decrease the 
performance  of the product and may lead to premature deterioration
of the product. Lack of maintenance  may also jeopardize the safe
operation of your fork and will void the warranty.

Pre-load

Hydraulic
Rebound adjust

This manual contains important information about the safe
operation and maintenance of  your fork.  Reading this
manual entirely, and properly maintaining your bicycle and
suspension fork. To ensure that your RST fork performs
properly, we recommend that you have your fork installed by
a qualified bicycle mechanic. Prior to riding your bicycle, you
should inspect your suspension fork to ensure that no
damage has occurred during the course of riding. Do not ride
your bicycle if the fork shows any signs of bending, cracking, 
leaking, or if it is missing any of the original supplied
components. Any fall from your bicycle can result in serious
injury or even death. Following these instructions can help
you reduce the risk of being injured.  We recommends
returning your suspension fork every1year for a thorough
inspection and update.

RST off-road fork, and as such, does not come with proper
reflectors for on-road use.  Have your dealer or mechanic
install proper reflectors to meet the Consumer Product Safety
Commission's (C.P.S.C.) requirements for bicycles if he fork
is going to be used on public roads at any time. 

IMPORTANT

CAUTION

GENERAL WARNING

CONSUMER SAFETY INFORMATION
1.Never remove or have the steerer tube or stanchions removed
   from the crown. The steerer tube and stanchions(inner legs)
   are press fit at the factory.  Press fit inner legs have higher
   performance versus bolt- in inner leg, but can not be pressed
   out.  Pressing them out will permanently damage the crown
   beyond repair and render it unsafe for any use.
2.Do not add threads to a threadless steerer tube.  Cutting
   threads will weaken the  steerer tube and cause an unsafe
   condition. The only safe thing to do is to obtain the proper
   crown/steerer from your dealer, or contact RST USA warranty
   service center or RST Europe.
3.Any other alteration or modification to your fork should be
   considered unsafe. Contact your dealer or RST USA warranty
   service center or RST Europe prior to modifying your fork in
   any way for safety information.

Any RST fork found by the factory to be defective in materials
and/or workmanship within one year from the date of purchase
or two years from the date of manufacturing  (whichever comes
first),will be repaired or replaced at the option of the
manufacturer, free of charge, when received at the factory with
proof of purchase, freight prepaid.   (The warranty in USA is
12months ; the region outside of USA will be subject to the local
regulation.)

This warranty does not cover any fork that has been subject to
misuse or abuse, including but not limited to, any breakage,
bending, damage caused by crashes and/or collisions, owner's
neglect, improper installation, and/or assembly, improper
maintenance, or other excessive, improper or abnormal
conditions. This warranty does not cover paint damage. 

Any modifications or alterations made by the user will render the
warranty null and void. This warranty is expressly in lieu of all
other warranties, and any implied are limited in duration to the
same duration as the expressed warranty herein.  RST shall not
be liable for any incidental or consequential damages.

In the event that a product needs to be replaced and is
discontinued or not available,  RST reserves the right to replace
the product with one of equal value, no credits or refunds will be
issued.

This product is not intended for use in stunt or acrobatics riding,
ramp jumping, or similar activities, the user assumes that any
personal injuries, product damage or failure, and any other
losses which may arise under such using.

If for any reason warranty work is necessary, return the fork to
the place of purchase.  In the USA , dealers should call RST
USA warranty service center at  +1-888 -RST-7731.Customers
in countries other than USA should contact their local dealer or
distributor or RST Europe.

4.Do not use the RST fork if any parts are broken, bent,
   cracked,or you suspect may be damaged.  Contact your
   dealer or RST USA warranty service center or RST Europe,
   if you have any question concerning the integrity or condition
   of your fork.
5.RST recommends that you inspect your fork before every ride
   for wear and damage.
   Inspect the crown, inner legs, outer legs dropout and brake
   arch areas for cracks or damage. 

WARRANTY INFORMATION

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

WARNING

IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

FORK INSTALLATION

FUNCTION
MAINTENANCE

USING TIME FOR LOCK-OUT
It is extremely important that your RST fork is installed correctly
by a qualified bicycle mechanic.  Improperly installed forks are
extremely dangerous and can result in serious and/or fatal
injuries.  Ensure That the proper steerer  tube has been
delivered on your RST Fork.  The steerer tube may need to be
cut to length to fit your bicycle head tube.  If you are not familiar
with this procedure, or do not have the proper tools to cut the
steerer tube, it is recommended thatyou seek a dealer with a
qualified bicycle mechanic to perform installation.

The steerer tube and stanchions (inner legs) are a one-time
precision press fit at the factory and cannot be removed from
the crown.  Replacement of the entire crown/steerer
assembly must be done to change steerer tube lengths or
diameters. Removing and replacing the steerer tube or
stanchions will result in an unsafe condition and should
never be done.

 1. Remove the old fork from your bike.
 2. Measure the length of steerer tube to fit your bicycle head
     tube, make sure there is sufficient length to clamp  the stem
     (refer to the stem manufacturer's instructions),you can use
     your old fork as guide for cutting the steerer  tube length.
  3. Install the headset crown race (as per manufacturer's
      instructions) firmly against the top of the fork crown.
  4. Clean and lubricate the headset bearings and races.
  5. Insert the steerer tube into the head tube of the frame.
  6. Install the upper bearings, stem spacers, and stem.
  7. Install the stem cap and bolt. Tighten the bolt to headset
      manufacture's specifications.
  8. Install the handlebars to desired height and torque stem
      pinch screws or stem clamping system to manufacturer's
      specifications. Adjust the headset until you feel no play and
      drag.
  9. Install the brakes and adjust per the manufacturer's
      instructions.
10.Install the front wheel into the dropout counter bore. The
     quick release 
     must be tightened after it is properly seated into the dropout
     counter bores to manufacturer's specifications.
11.Make sure to check the tire clearance. To check tire
     clearance, remove the MCU and/or spring stacks and
     compress the fork completely to make sure at least a 
     1/4"(6.4mm) of clearance exists between the top of the tire
     and the bottom of the crown.
12.Your new fork is designed to break-in during your first few
     rides (about 20 hours total riding time).  Prior to break-in, you
     may notice your fork feels tight and slightly notchy.  Following
     the break-in period, your fork will feel much smoother and will
     react to bumps much better than when you first put it on your
     bike.

RST fork should not be used if any parts appear to be or
are damped.
Contact you ocal dealer or distributor for replacement parts.

Before every ride, please perform
the  following inspection:
1.Ensure that quick release skewers are properly adjusted and
   tight.
2.Wipe the inner legs and clean and check entire fork for any
   obvious damage.
3.Check the headset for proper adjustment.
4.Ensure that the front brake cable is properly routed and check
   brake adjustment.
5.Check top caps, brake posts and shaft bolt for proper torque.

Every week or 8-10 hours of riding or whenever the
performance of the fork has deteriorated(whichever
occurs first), perform the following procedures:

1.Check top caps, brake posts and shaft bolt for proper torque.
2.Apply a light amount of grease to the wiper and stanchion.

Every 4 weeks or 25-30 hours of riding or whenever
the performance of the fork has diminished(whichever
occurs first), perform the following procedures:

1.Disassemble fork and throughly clean grease and residue
   from each part.
2.Inspect all parts for damage such as cracks, abrasions, and
   normal wear. If parts are found to be damaged or excessively
   worn in any way, replace them immediately.Stop using this
   product until the damaged or worn parts have been replaced.
   If all the parts are in usable condition, proceed to step 3.
3.Apply a liberal amount of grease to the upper and lower
   bushing, stanchion,valve assembly, and wipers.  Fill the wipe
   pocket with a generous amount of grease. Do not use a lithium
   based grease as it may damage the bushing material. 

Bushing replacement:

If the event that RST fork founded excessive play between the
stanchion and outer leg, the bushing will need to be replaced.

Replacing bushing requires special tools to remove and
install the bushing properly.  RST strongly recommends this
work shall be done by a qualified mechanic with the proper
tools.  Improperly installed bushings are extremely
dangerous and can result in serious and / or fatal injuries. 

WHILE THE KNOB UNABLE TO TURN, PLEASE
COMPRESS THE FORK SLIGHTLY,THEN TURN
IT AGAIN

1.Suitable for riding on flat road or up-ramp to save rider's
   physical power.

2.Security installation:There is a security device to protect
   the internal structure when encounter heavy impact, after
   that, will return to Lock-Out situation automatically.

Suggested service intervals for all RST suspension forks

Normal Conditions Sever Conditions

Every
6 mounths

Short
Sporadic Rides

Long
Frequen Rides

Short
Sporadic Rides

Long
Frequen Rides

Every
4 mounths

Every
4 mounths

Every
3 mounths

Adjustment by preload adjuster to
improve the forks'performance
which vary from respective rider's
weight. Turning the adjuster
clock-wise to make the spring
stiffer, if spring too soft. Turning
the adjuster counter clock-wise to 
reduce the spring tension and
make it 

Hydraulic"Rebound
Adjust" system. Offering
the widest range of
damping adjustability,
control how you want the
fork to perform.

Mechanical
Lock-Out

Hydraulic
Lock-Out

Remote
Lock-Out

ATTENTION

TURN

TURN

TURN

T
Series products (Pre-load system) -
Application for Model
OMEGA, LAUNCH, GILA-POR, GILA, CAPA,WISH, 
NEON, NEON-PRO, VITA, TRENDY,SOFI, SOFI ICS, 
URBAN, M29 COM, 191, 777, 790. 

Lock-out situation:
By using lever to adjust the fork's 
compression from fast to slow 
gradually, then till lock-out
position in the end.

TNL Series products (Lock-Out system) - 
Application for Model
OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON, 
NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

Series products (Rebound Adjust
system) - Application for 
LAUNCH.

Lock-out situation:
Lock the fork easily and rapidly by
any travel.

Series products (Lock-Out system) - 
Application for 
GILA, CAPA, NEON, NEON-PRO, GILA-PRO, 
TRENDY, SOFI, SOFI ICS, URBAN.
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Hydraulic"Remote Lock-out"
system which provide an easy
way to use lock-out function from
handle bar. The new "RL"also let
the rider be able to adjust the
suspension fork's compression
slower or faster.lock

unlock

Series products (Lock-Out system) - 
Application for Model
OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON, 
NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

RL

lock

RST  GLOBAL  NETWORK

*Warranty is voided If  f ixing bolt  removed

A:Steerer tube

B:Adjuster assembly
(turn the knob by 
c lockwise for preload)

C:Crown

D:Stanchion

F:Pivot

G:Dynamo bracket

H:Fender mount

I :Disk brake mount

J:Bol t
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QUAND UTILISER LE BLOCAGE

T

lock

unlock

RL

bloquez

TNL

OMEGA, LAUNCH, GILA-POR, GILA, CAPA,WISH, 
NEON, NEON-PRO, VITA, TRENDY,SOFI, SOFI ICS, 
URBAN, M29 COM, 191, 777, 790. 

             s OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA,
NEON, NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN,
M29 COM.

GILA-PRO, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON,NEON-PRO 
GILA, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

GILA, CAPA, NEON, NEON-PRO, GILA-PRO, 
TRENDY, SOFI, SOFI ICS, URBAN.

LAUNCH.

IMPORTANT

ENTRETIEN

INSTRUCTIONS POUR L'INSTALLATION DE LA FOURCHE

AVERTISSEMENT

INSTALLATION DE LA FOURCHE

IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

INFORMATIONS CONCERNANT LA GARANTIE

ATTENTION

AVERTISSEMENT

INFORMATIONS DE SECURITE POUR L'UTILISATEUR

fast

soft

soft

fast

lock

Proper care and maintenance of your fork is
extremely necessary.  Lack of routine maintenance
can result in serious and/or fatal injuries!
Thank you for your cooperation.

GENERAL WARNING

AVERTISSEMENT GENERAL

softer.

months months months months

XC1800-083

soft

OMEGA,

soft

lock

Head quarter Dah Ken Ind.Co., Ltd.
              Asia     Kingdamper Ind. Co., Ltd.
                          Tel : +886-2-85212351
                          Fax: +886-2-85216159
                          E-mail: rst@rst.com.tw
                          Web: www.rst.com.tw

          Europe RST Europe Office
                           Tel : +49-711-2588221
                           Fax: +49-711-2588402
                           E-mail: info@rst-europe.eu
                           Web: www.rst.com.tw

           U.S.A. RST USA Service & Distributor
                           Tel : +1-262-618-4514
                           Fax: +1-262-618-4715
                           E-mail: service@rst-usa.com
                           Web: www.rst.com.tw

            China HuiZhou RST Ind. Co., Ltd
                           Tel :+86-752-3866000
                           Fax:+86-752-3866020
                           E-mail: rst@rst.com.tw
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soft
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TNL

                                         OMEGA, LAUNCH, 
GILA-POR, GILA, CAPA,WISH, NEON, NEON-PRO, 
VITA, TRENDY,SOFI, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM, 
191, 777, 790. 

OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON, 
NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,
VITA, NEON, NEON-PRO, TRENDY, MARA.

GILA, CAPA, NEON, NEON-PRO, GILA-PRO, 
TRENDY, SOFI, SOFI ICS, URBAN.

LAUNCH.
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lock

TNL

          OMEGA, LAUNCH, GILA-POR, GILA, CAPA,
WISH, NEON, NEON-PRO, VITA, TRENDY,SOFI, 
SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM, 191, 777, 790. 

               OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI,
WISH, VITA, NEON, NEON-PRO, TRENDY,
MARA.

LAUNCH.
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lock

unlock

RL

lock

TNL

               OMEGA, LAUNCH, GILA-POR, GILA, CAPA,
WISH, NEON, NEON-PRO, VITA, TRENDY,SOFI, SOFI ICS, 
URBAN, M29 COM, 191, 777, 790. 

OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON, 
NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,
VITA, NEON, NEON-PRO, TRENDY,
MARA.

GILA, CAPA, NEON, NEON-PRO, URBAN
GILA-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI, SOFI ICS.

LAUNCH.

fast

fast

fast

lock

unlock

RL
OMEGA, GILA-PRO, GILA, SOFI, WISH,VITA, NEON, 
NEON-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI ICS, URBAN, M29 COM.

Proper care and maintenance of your fork is extremely
necessary.  Lack of routine maintenance can result in
serious and/or fatal injuries!

GENERAL WARNING

ALLGEMEINE WARNHINWEISE

La cura e la manutenzione della vostra forcella sono
estremamente necessarie. La mancanza di regolare
manutenzione puo causare gravi incidenti e/o
infortuni mortali!
Vi ringraziamo per la vostra collaborazione.

NOTA DI GENERALE ATTENZIONE

Nel caso che il registro sia bloccato (non gira) comprimere
leggermente la forcella e poi girare ancora il registro.

Falls der Verstellhebel sich nicht drehen lässt, bitte die
Federgabel leicht nach unten drücken und dann den
Blockierhebel drehen. 

ATTENZIONE

ACHTUNG 

                     GILA, CAPA, NEON, NEON-PRO, 
GILA-PRO, TRENDY, SOFI, SOFI ICS, URBAN.

lock

soft

soft

soft

soft

soft

lock

lock


